
 

 

Terrorism 

 

T = Tension.  

E= Evils of mind  

R =Road to death 

R =Revenge 

O=Outburst of blood: 

R =Rapture of mind 

I=Insecurity 

S=Shameful act 

M= Murder and miserable. 

The use of Violent action in order to achieve political aims. or to force a 

government to act. A person who takes part 1Pn such act' is known as  

terrorist. The term and topic terrorism has been very Common to One's 

ear! Let its familiarity With humankind has so many. reasons to shed 

tears over. Every day, we read in newspaper and Watch on T.V. 

Channels about kidnapping. Hijacking , massacre, assassination, 

arsoning , bomb blast etc., are an act of so called terrorism. 

There are so many dangerous as well as Cruel terrorist Outfits (groups) 

functioning all over the world. They are named chiefly as Al-Qaida, 

Hamas, LTTE Maoist, Laskar-E- Taiba, Indian Majahidin, SIMI, Naxalite 

group; Jammu and Kashmir Liberation front etc., These group's have 

their special mission to execute. They run training Camps, They use 

weapons of mass destruction in order to kill numerous innocent 

civilians, In Order. to achieve this objective, they attack crowded areas 

of the city ·Such as temples, market places, malls, Cinemas (theatres), 

fares, picnic spots or downtown of  the City. They explode bombs or do 



 

 

open firing by their automatic weapons. The attacked Raghunath 

Temple in Jammu and Akshardham Temple in Gujarat, Taj Hotel in 

Mumbai and Parliament in Delhi. These are the examples of their evil 

minds, and intentions. They also targeted not only did bomb blast at 

Various Cities of India such as Jaipur,Mumbai, Ahmedabad, Bangalore 

and Delhi but also assassinated Indian former Prime Ministers Rajiv 

Gandhi and Indira Gandhi. Naxal groups and Maoist groups have been 

active In Bengal, Chhatisgarh, Jharkhand, Andhra Pradesh. These 

terrorist groups have been also targeting public properties and Army 

personnel. 

However they have reasons to spread deeds terrorism. They feel sense 

of loss and deprivation of anything and everything like-land, education, 

money, power, language and last but not least is RELIGION: They all are 

franatic and radical. Whatever they do they labeled to it as Jihad or holy 

war. 

Terrorists manage to raise funds through various activities such as 

kidnapping VIP's, looting banks, abducting School Children or keeping 

hostages on even to Foreign tourists. They are also engaged in dumping 

fake Currency notes; pirated CD'S/DVDs, Smuggling of gold, silver and 

drugs, extortions, betting on games etc. With which they purchase arms 

and ammunition as to perform their heinous and devilish act.  

Firstly, If we ever want to uproot terrorism, then, we should have to 

stop their fundings first. Secondly, we should by attacking on their 

terrorist Camps and leaders. Thirdly, we should prepare strict laws so 

that we can nab them everywhere, keep them in Custody for longer 

time. All the nations of the World will have to sign the treaties of 

extraditition. We must divert youth from joining terrorist camp. 



 

 

Education can be given to such group of deprived society. Terrorists 

should be kept behind the bar for longer time.  

We must bring down them to justice if they fail to obey universal law or 

refuse to join Common Stream. At last, we can say, "united we stand, 

divided we fall." Collective efforts can only Curb, Control and terminate 

the Chapter of terrorism. Terrorism' is like plaque or termite. Remove IT 

or IT can remove You all forever. 

“Terror makes hell out of heaven". 


